Theme 4: Mountain
Saltbush Season of Creation

We heard Rev Geoff Wellington’s reflection on Psalm 121
on the theme ‘Mountain’. Geoff spoke of the many roles of
mountains in human culture and religion, and their
significant in the scriptures. Mountains evoke many images
–they are a potent metaphor.
Geoff commented, “People of faith and no faith continue to
be drawn to mountains as places of connection to
ourselves (others), to nature and to a sense of the spiritual
(God, mystery)”
Significance of mountains
Destinations for pilgrims
Sites of revelation
Growth in self-knowledge

Refuges for wildlife
Shaping the weather
Encounter with mystery/God

Mountain is not just a metaphor for the massive challenge
that climate change presents our time. Climbing a mountain is
a metaphor for the process of achieving positive change what we need to do to achieve that change and how we
contribute to a safer climate future for all.
Action on climate is consistent with the Uniting Church’s views
on the mission of the church and the purposes of God,
described in the basis of Union as “the reconciliation and
renewal of the whole creation”. That mission and purpose calls
for an active definition of Christian hope.

"... the Uniting Church understands that God's will for the
world is not that it be ruined and destroyed by the folly of
human beings, but that it be transformed as part of the
reconciliation and renewal of all things, which is God's
ultimate purpose for the creation. Therefore, every act to
safeguard the integrity of the world and its life in this
present time has merit and no such action can be dismissed
as a meaningless or ultimately futile."
What we are calling for - a Uniting Church resource on
climate change
As Jurgen Moltmann says of the theology of hope, it is "a
theology of combatants, not of onlookers." (The Coming of
God, 1996)
This understanding has informed the commitments of the
Synod Climate Action Strategy, some of which are described
below
Synod Climate Action Strategy Resolution:
"to advocate to State and Federal governments to take
decisive steps to reduce our emission naturally"
And at our SCAS planning conference in March 2022:
To purposefully articulate our faith and values... relating
to care and creation
To take bold action consistent with our faith and values...
in the public sphere
To seek to influence public policy in support of stronger
action on climate change

